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A FEW MORE THOUGHTS ON THE 
SNOW TRAINS
As I look through the photos and advertisements in the Boston 
and Maine Railroad Snow Train brochure of 1940, I am amazed 
by one feature of every picture: no one seems to be dressed very 
warmly. Especially compared to the way we dress for skiing 
today – no hats, no windproof jackets, and loose pants that look 
like the wind would just blow right through. People weren’t too 
worried about getting perfectly equipped, in general. Most of the 
skiers taking the Snow Train from Boston would rent all their 
equipment before leaving. Rental of everything was available 
from the Armstrong Company located right in North Station, from 
skis and poles to jackets, pants, goggles, socks, and mittens (there 
was an extra charge for cable bindings or skis with metal edges).

How did the skiers of 1940 stay warm? Admittedly, ski promotion 
photos are always taken when the sun shines, but these folks just 
don’t seem to be worried about getting cold. There are photos of 
skiers shedding extra layers and hanging them on tree branches. The 
winters certainly weren’t warmer back then. According to the weather 
archive of the Farmer’s Almanac, which goes back to 1945, February 
days in Plymouth, NH were pretty cold (in the 20s most days).

Well, you might say, they could look forward to warm evenings in 
the ski lodges. Not necessarily! Steam heated rooms were a novelty 
and budget-minded skiers would think twice about renting them. 
One ad for the Kerry Patch Cabins in Intervale tries to tantalize: 
“We have the only insulated cabins with steam heat in the Eastern 
Slope region…our Main Dining Room is also HEATED and the 
chef knows how to satisfy your appetite with plenty of good 
food…the rate is $4.00 up per person and worth it.”

I think the answer is that skiing was harder work back then. There 
was a lot of walking and moving the upper body around along 
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those long wooden skis to turn. Also the lifts were very slow and 
the ride was short, so you didn’t freeze from windchill going up.

And, as we all know, the generation of 1940 was just tougher. 
Maybe they didn’t mind the outside cold so much, since it was 
usually cold inside, too. They certainly knew how to have fun on 
the slopes without much layering – you can tell from the photos!

All images are from the Boston and Maine Railroad Snow Train Brochure, 1940.


